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Beyond the Hype: 
Digitization of Projects
& Lessons Learned

Dr. Ben Amaba, Professional Engineer, CPIM®, LEED®AP BD+C
Chief Innovation Officer (CINO) for Industrial Sector, Watson & Cloud

"Effort is important, but knowing where to make an effort makes all the 
difference!"
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We believe by strengthening our trust, we 
are empowered to change the world.

What will we 
solve together?Agenda

• Major Capital Projects –
Framework

• Data to Information –
Process

• Opportunity – Operations 
Science

Digital Discovery
Co-Create in a Sharing Economy



About the Digital hype… Artificial Intelligence, blockchain, robotic process auto

12/13/18World of 
\
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IoT,
Data sciences, &
Additive 
Manufacturing 



Start assembling the puzzle… and now how does this all fit together?
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EXTERNAL THREATS
Born-on-digital companies that steal market 
share or rewrite customer expectations 
New business models that reinvent our industry 
and change the game altogether

INTERNAL THREATS

Siloed data and systems 
expand on the wrong platform
Gaps in expertise and skills
Inability to react quickly

SOURCE cited in notes

Why Digitization?

Since 2000, 52%  of 
companies in  the 
Fortune 500  have 
either gone  bankrupt, 
been  acquired or 
ceased to exist.

expect more 
competitors 
from outside 
their industry

54% 
of CxOs

are vulnerable
to disruption within 
three years 72% 
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Digital transformation is a balance of process (framework) and 
product (operations science) innovation that creates

Collision and disruption



Technology investment by manufacturing companies is widening.

“with the biggest year-over-year increases were oil and energy, 
up 30 percent, manufacturing and industrial, 15.7 percent 
higher, and aerospace, automotive and transportation, which 
is up 13.7 percent.” 
And according to a study by Deloitte and the Manufacturing 
Institute, an estimated 3.4 million manufacturing jobs will 
become available by 2025. The problem? 

It’s estimated that two million of those will go unfilled due to 
a skills gap. 
A study by Deloitte and the Manufacturing Institute found 
manufacturing executives rated 70 percent of current 
manufacturing employees as deficient in technology and 
computer skills. - Seattle Times February 7, 2018.

Software Selection Grievances: A Cautionary Tale - APICS

▪ Understand current planning trends and usage. Scenario planning within 
S&OP is very hot.

▪ Moreover, early engagement allows vendors access to my mindshare 
from the outset of the purchasing process.

▪ Take the time to learn about my specific industry so you can be truly 
knowledgeable about the issues I am facing.

The top paying gig economy jobs for 2018 are in artificial intelligence/deep 
learning, blockchain architecture, and robotics. —FitSmallBusiness.com, 
2018

A freelance job in the AI/deep learning field on average pays more than four 
times the country's median household income. 

1. Artificial intelligence (AI)/Deep learning  commands an average salary 
of $239,325 a year.

2. Blockchain architecture commands an average salary of $139,280 a 
year

3. Robotics commands an average salary of $123,936 a year.
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What is the most lucrative outcome? Increasing Net Promoter Score with 
Operational Efficiency is Future Ready.



1.

2.

3.

1. Blockchain architecture commands an average salary of $139,280 a year
2. Artificial intelligence (AI)/Deep learning  commands an average salary of $239,325 a year.
3. Robotics commands an average salary of $123,936 a year.
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• Non-digital, non-
network business 
models make up 
more than 98% of 
the market

• Network 
Orchestrators grow 
revenue faster and 
generate higher profit 
margins with 8x
market value 
multiplier – Presenter, 
Analysis, Platform, 
Custodian, Producer

Connectivity creates value through network orchestrators.
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Asset Builders

Service Providers

Technology 
Creators

Network 
Orchestrators

Make one, sell one Hire one, sell one Make one, sell many
Many make, 

many sell

© 2017 IBM Corporation
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Time

Units

Service
Level

Materials
Machinery

Money
Personnel

Schedule Optimal 
Solution

IBM Research examined the 
Traditional Model versus
Influence of the Product, process, 
capacity, inventory and variability

Companies chosen strategy



Time

Units Service
Level

Materials
Machinery

Money
Personnel

Schedule

Companies chosen strategy

Variability in product and process 
operations illustrates external and 
internal forces moving faster than 
before because of digital leverage

What has changed and is it 
feasible to  continue?

Sense and Response Systems:
Descriptive Models
Predictive Models
Prescriptive Models – AI/ML/Options

40% to 80% of time cleaning 
and preparing the data.



Time

Units

Service

Level

Materials

Machinery

Money

Personnel

Schedule

Future Ready Companies

Steve Jobs: “There's an old 

Wayne Gretzky quote that I love. I 

skate to where the puck is going 

to be, not to where it has been. 

And we've always tried to do that 

at Apple.”

Dual optimization: Option Analysis -

We see proactively that we have a limited time 

to adjust from A1 to A2

A2

A1

This led IBM to descriptive, predictive to prescriptive or cognitive recommendations.

Companies chosen strategy



Emerging Technology is becoming Existing Technology: And companies changed their entry into the technology.

Artificial intelligence (AI)/Deep learning  commands an average salary of $239,325 a year. 

Blockchain architecture commands an average salary of $139,280 a year.  

Robotics commands an average salary of $123,936 a year.

Data Monetization 
and Analytics

Blockchain Other emerging tech 
(e.g., RPA)

Internet of 
Things

Artificial 
Intelligence

Embeds sophisticated 

sensors and chips in 

physical objects, 

enabling real-time 

monitoring and 

understanding

Establishes an 

immutable shared 

ledger, allowing any 

participant in the 

network to see all 

records of transactions

Robotics Process 

Automation leverages 

algorithms to automate 

routine tasks, 

accelerating time to 

value and reducing 

human error  

Develops the ability of 

a computer or robot to 

perform tasks 

commonly associated 

with intelligent beings

Collects, aggregates, 

and derives actionable 

insights from data to 

create and capture new 

value

1234 5
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Blockchain was easy to enter….
Then to data sciences and Artificial 
Intelligence
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• Blockchain establishes a shared, 
secure record of information flows; a 
‘shared version of events’ across 
networks for supply chain 
transactions, processes and partners.

• Blockchain will be used to provide a 
synthesized record of information 
flows.  This level of shared visibility 
will offer organizations an opportunity 
to optimize multi-party processes 
across their business ecosystems.

Key Elements of Blockchain.

Shared Ledger Smart Contract
Append-only distributed 

system of record shared across 
business network

Business terms embedded in 
transaction database & 

executed with transactions

Privacy Consensus
Ensuring appropriate visibility, 

transactions are secure, 
authenticated and verifiable

All parties agree to network 
verified transaction  
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• Blockchain holds records of digital 
transactions in such a way that makes 
them accessible and visible to 
multiple participants in a network, 
while keeping them secure. 

• The digital shared ledger is updated 
and validated with each transaction, 
resulting in a secure, permanently 
recorded exchange. 

• The result? Faster, permissioned, and 
auditable B2B interactions between 
parties such as passengers, buyers, 
sellers and logistics providers

Saves Time

Transaction time 
from days to near 

instantaneous

Removes Cost

Overheads and 
cost intermediaries

Reduces Risk

Tampering, fraud 
& cyber crime

Increases Trust

Through shared processes 
and recordkeeping

Blockchain: A distributed, 
shared, ledger. 



The establishment of the joint venture remain subject to receipt of regulatory approvals. None of the information provided in this document 
should be construed in any way as a representation or undertaking with regard to the position to be adopted by Maersk or IBM. 19

Today: Global trade is hugely inefficient and burdened by paper-based 
processes
• Inconsistent information across organizational boundaries and “blind spots” 

throughout the supply chain hinder the efficient flow of goods
• Complex, cumbersome, and costly peer-to-peer messaging
• Manual, time-consuming, paper-based processes
• Risk assessments often lack sufficient information; clearance processes 

subject to fraud
A single shipment of avocados from Mombasa to 
Rotterdam involves 30 actors, 100+ people, and 200 
information exchanges

Consignee

Exporter Forwarder

CarrierTerminal Authority Authority

Authority

Authority Authority



Transparency in supply chain 
Digitally tracing food products from an ecosystem of 
suppliers to consumers 

Provides permanent record of food supply chain transaction, digital product 
information such as farm origination details, processing data +shipping 
details that are digitally connected to food items.

PR OBLEM |  F OOD AUTHENTI CATI ON 

T I M E  T O  T R A C K  F O O D  

F R O M  S T O R E  T O  

S O U R C E  

Decrease

99 %

I N  U S  A L O N E  W I T H  A  1 %  

R E D U C T I O N  I N  F O O D  

B O R N E  I L L N E S S

Savings

$700B
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Tracing Improved from 7 days to 2.2 seconds using 

the IBM Blockchain Platform. That’s “food 

traceability at the speed of thought”, Frank 

Yannis, Walmart

...and that’s Blockchain changing everyday life.
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JUSTICE Contractor Management Demo



Blockchain 101 Assets and Education

Complete Your Blockchain 
Essentials Badge to understand:

Material, papers and research will be made 
available

2) IBM Blockchain: Develop platform -
access to sand box environment

https://ibm-blockchain.github.io/develop

At the bottom of this page they will find a 
link to the actual development 
environment (a.k.a. Online Playground),

3)  YouTube Videos on Blockchain

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lD9KA
nkZUjU   >>>> Blockchain explained 
simply 3:34 min  **

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tdhpY
QCWnCw&pbjreload=10  >>> Maersk 
global Trade Use case - 3:20 min **

2
2

https://www-03.ibm.com/services/learning/ites.wss/zz-en?pageType=badges&id=00aa7abf-f310-47c3-96a3-26eedb323b56
https://www-03.ibm.com/services/learning/ites.wss/zz-en?pageType=badges&id=00aa7abf-f310-47c3-96a3-26eedb323b56
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McKinsey 
Global 

Institute on 
Artificial 

Intelligence
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Data is still 
hard to 
govern.
Better 

Connectivity
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The AI 
applications 

are going from 
pilot to multiple 
business units
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What was slowing down the adoption? “Business professionals spend more than  

“80%
of the time doing analytics isn’t spent doing 
analytics but doing data preparation.”
-information-management.com

40%
of their time fixing and validating data 
before they use it.”
-Forrester

“59%
of business and technology 
decision makers say it takes 
months or years to meet new 
complex requests to turn data 
into business intelligence 
insight.”
-Forrester

26
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Real Work Happening Today…..  
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Establish greater visibility across systems and data sources to improve customer order management, 
minimize disruptions 

Lenovo goes from data sciences to artificial intelligence
Challenge:

Supply Chain Insights platform leveraging AI to deliver greater visibility and insights on top customers, order visibility 
and disruptions 
Technology roadmap for blockchain, IoT to support vision for future

Solution:

“IBM Supply Chain Insights helps organizations leverage 
the power of Artificial Intelligence to gain greater visibility 
and predictive insights across the supply chain. Ultimately, 
that visibility and insight can help drive action, efficiency 
and incremental revenue”

– Bobby Bernard, Global Procurement 
and Supply Chain  Executive

Supply Chain Insights

Watson Supply Chain
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Natural
Language
Query
Enables advanced text 
analysis, and allows 
computers and 
humans talk 
seamlessly. 

Critical
Insights
Generates systematic, 
predictive or prescriptive 
insights through big data 
processing, to enable 
critical business decisions 
to be made in real time.   

2
9

Watson APIs
Speech to text  |  Text to speech  |  Conversation  |  Discovery  | Knowledge Studio  | Natural Language Understanding |  Natural Language Query

Machine 
Learning

Enables a system to learn 
from data rather than 
through explicit 
programming. This 
progressively improves 
performance on a 
specific task and it 
provides opportunity to 
predict the future. 

Pattern 
Tracking

Unlocks hidden value 
in data to find answers, 
monitor trends and 
surface patterns with 
the world’s most 
advanced cloud-native 
insight engine. 

Chatbot
Collaboration
Quickly builds and 
deploy chatbots and 
virtual agents across a 
variety of channels, 
including mobile 
devices, messaging 
platforms, and even 
robots. 

AI empowers an organization and supply chain professional to make faster and more 
accurate decisions to mitigate disruptions and optimize supply chain operations 

More than just data analysis: Artificial Intelligence (AI) for the Supply Chain
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Operations 
Center 
with Smart Alerts

Configurable alerts cut through 
data overload
Visibility across the supply chain, 
illuminating risks and disruptions, 
their details and impact

Slash informational 
retrieval time by 90%

IBM Supply Chain Insights
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Resolution 
Rooms
with Ask Watson

Online collaboration aided by cognitive 
insights to resolve disruptions and 
mitigate risks

Ask Watson to recommend experts, 
source key information and access 
knowledge from prior event resolution

Enable quick, informed 
business decisions

IBM Supply Chain Insights

31
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IBM Supply Chain Cognitive Journey Early Outcomes

• 90% faster data 
retrieval times

• Late orders reduced 
by 75%

Disruption 
Mitigation

• Disruptions 
management down 
from 18+ days to just 
hours 

• 52% reduction in 
expedite costs

Inventory
• Reduced working capital

• Saved millions $$$ on 
inventory and reduced 
freight costs alone

• As an example, avoiding 
one supply disruption 
saved $60 million in 
revenue

• 18% reduction 
in inventory levels

• 2.5% reduction in  
structural costs

• Maintained consistently 
high serviceability targets

Procurement Cost Savings
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Woodside 
integrates Artificial 
Intelligence

Business benefits

USD 7.5 million
reduction
in employee expenses due to faster access to and more 
intuitive analysis of engineering records

75%
reduction
in the time spent by the geoscience team reading and 
searching through data sources

Increases
overall productivity
by empowering a larger range of employees to interrogate 
the cognitive system



How did 
they do 
that?
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Dow October 3, 2017 Yorktown THINKLab © 2017 IBM Corporation

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=KuqvQr7DiTQ

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=GFZ2IaTVkY8
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Is your company a producer, custodian, platform, analysis, and/or 
presenter?

Voice of the CustomerCustomer Care Compliance Assist
Allows clients to 
understand their 
customer’s sentiment and 
trends beyond what’s 
gathered from traditional 
surveys

Provides the foundation 
for a new omni-channel 
engagement experience 
that allows clients to meet 
their customers in their 
channel of choice, while 
avoiding call center traffic

Extracts document 
elements and compares 
legal clauses to help 
professionals review and 
analyze contracts 

Expert Assist
Helps customer-facing 
stakeholders when they 
need more information to 
help solve a problem, 
answer a question or 
cross-sell a customer

Common Services

Visual Assist
Quickly fix issues with 
visual diagnosis, make 
recommendations or 
trigger workflows 
based on visual 
analysis online or 
offline with IBM 
Watson and Apple 
CoreML
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@IBMGE     www.developer.ibm.com/startups
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@IBMGE     www.developer.ibm.com/startups
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@IBMGE     www.developer.ibm.com/startups
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L ESSONS L EARNED… .



No matter where you start, determine your path and execute.  Fail forward, fail fast and fail 
safely.

Data Monetization 
and Analytics

Blockchain Other emerging tech 
(e.g., RPA)

Internet of 
Things

Artificial 
Intelligence

1234 5
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For more information: http://www.research.ibm.com/university/

Get easy no-charge and low cost access to the tools and education you need to develop the next 
great thing. 
Enjoy powerful technical and strategic resources from IBM.
Jump right in with cloud access to powerful services and the most prominent open-source 
computer technologies, or take advantage of hands-on resources that will teach you about data 
and analytics, Internet of Things, and security

No-Charge Access: https://onthehub.com/ibm/



THANK YOU!
https://cognitiveclass.ai/ 

Dr. Ben Amaba, Professional Engineer, CPIM®, LEED®AP BD+C
Chief Innovation Officer (CINO) for Industrial Sector, Watson & 
Cloud Platform
"Effort is important, but knowing where to make an effort 
makes all the difference!"


